
Cardiff hosts PSA Conference 2013 
 

Politics editors Thom Hollick and Rachel Lewis report on their 

experiences at the Political Studies Association annual conference at 

Cardiff City Hall.  
 

The Easter holidays saw academics from all over the world descend upon Cardiff to attend 

the 63rd annual Political Studies Association conference. City Hall played host to delegates 

from 85 different countries, who came to debate and discuss a vast range of topics, across the 

study of politics. 

 

From the 25th to the 27th of March, sessions were held allowing researchers to present their 

papers to a room of experts for comments and criticisms. Panels were held on topics from 

political participation, democracy, and economic crises, to European governance, the media, 

and political ideologies, and a lot more besides. 

 

The academic conveners for the conference were Professors Roger Scully, Richard Wyn 

Jones, and Dr Stephen Thornton, all of Cardiff’s School of European Languages, Translation 

and Politics, but many more of our universities other fine minds were also in attendance to 

present papers and chair discussions. 

 

Cardiff students from the politics and journalism department were also invited along to 

provide support and coverage of the event, attending the talks and writing up reports for the 

PSA website. 

 

One of the standout panels was a discussion about the future of the press in the wake of the 

Leveson report. The panelists considered how phone hacking had been a pretext to the 

enquiry, yet we faced a situation where the entire ethics of the journalism industry and 300 

years of press freedom had been put into question. Also, these ethics were being questioned 

by politicians, the precise actors that the press are supposed to function as a check and 

balance against. 

 

As well as the opportunity to discuss and debate their respective fields of interest, the 

academics were also treated to an introduction to the culture and politics of Wales. 

 

Monday night saw a tour of the Senedd in Cardiff Bay, and a reception for the delegates by 



the Welsh Assembly Government and Opposition. Guests were treated to the typical wine and 

canapés affair, as they mingled around making the acquaintance of other academics and 

cosying up to the editors of some of politics’ most prestigious journals.  

 

On Tuesday night delegates were invited to the National Museum of Wales for the annual 

conference dinner. An excellent menu of traditional welsh fare (leek soup, roast lamb; you get 

the idea) showcased the best of our national cuisine, whilst the grand surroundings of the 

museum’s central lobby demonstrated the impressive Edwardian architecture of Cathays park. 

 

The before-dinner speaker was the First Minister of Wales, Carwyn Jones. He warmly 

welcomed the delegates, and spoke engagingly on our nations history, and how it has 

informed our political culture today. It really is a fascinating story; how at one point Welsh 

was spoken throughout most of England and parts of Scotland too, until eventually 

fragmenting as the British Isles began to grow more Anglo-Saxon. 

 

Wales the nation has never really had a modern state of its own, so for a long period the 

language was the sole remnant of its distinctive cultural identity. And yet it endured against 

all odds, until it was finally recognised by the UK government as being of equal importance 

to English, and was granted special protections in the 1993 Welsh Language Act. 

 

As far as the politics go, the case of devolution in Wales is an intriguing one for academics 

and non-specialists alike. Carwyn Jones is no Welsh Nationalist, but he was rightly proud of 

how cross-party cooperation has from 1979 to the present, gradually built a consensus in the 

whole country in favour of devolution. 

 

The whole conference was an excellent experience, as it allowed a big swathe of the 

international academic community to experience Welsh politics (and Welsh hospitality) first 

hand, but also as it was a great opportunity for students and staff to engage with some very 

informative and innovative political debates. 


